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Introduction

1 Introduction

This manual only applies to the following models:CT37-GP.

This guide has been designed to help you install your new incubator. The guide includes
important information regarding safe use of the equipment and it is important that you
familiarise yourself with this document before attempting to install or operate the
equipment.

1.1 Notices

This equipment contains components that have a limited life. To ensure the long life of
the equipment and help ensure trouble-free operation, we recommend that you join one
of our maintenance and support schemes. Please contact your supplier for details. 

Good practice demands that in critical applications, reliance should not be placed on a
single source of data. Hard copies and backup copies should be routinely kept.

All equipment supplied by Planer plc is subject to a Warranty Agreement and Limited
Liability. In addition, software products are not sold but are licensed for use and are
subject to a Licence Agreement.

You may freely copy and distribute this document for personal use in any form provided
that the document is reproduced in full and includes these notices. Individual pages and
forms may be freely copied for the purposes of implementing any instructions within the
documentation. You may not make modifications or create derivative works. Any
modification to these conditions requires the written permission of Planer plc.

Product names and designations that are referred to in this document may be either
trademarks and/or registered trademarks and are recognised as the property of their
respective owners.

This information is provided without warranty, express or implied, and including but not
limited to any implied warranties in respect of merchantability or fitness for any purpose,
except to the extent that such provisions are held to be void, in violation of applicable
law, or unenforceable in a specific jurisdiction.

Planer plc reserves the right to alter products and their specifications without notice.

1.2 Indication for use

The CT37stax has been designed as a general purpose bench-top incubator, to be used
to provide an environment with controlled temperature (at or near body temperature),
carbon dioxide, oxygen, nitrogen and elevated humidity. 

1.3 Symbols

1.3.1 Symbols used in this manual

This symbol shows information or instructions that are related
to safety. Failure to follow these instructions may result in
personal or third-party injury.
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This symbol is used to introduce important information or
instructions related to use of the product. Failure to follow
these instructions may result in damage to the equipment,
samples or data.

The light bulb symbol is used to highlight information and tips
that may help you get the best from your product.

1.3.2 Symbols used on the equipment

Refer to these instructions. Failure to follow these
instructions may result in personal or third-party injury.

Consult this manual.

Alternating current (AC).

Direct current (DC).

Ethernet connection.

Reset switch. This button will reset the controller. It should
only be pressed if the system fails to respond.

Alarm output connector.

Premixed gas inlet.

Rx only
USA:

Caution: Federal law restricts this device to sale by or on
the order of a physician or a practitioner trained in its use.

Sterilised using ethylene oxide.

Sterilised using irradiation.

Do not reuse.
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Do not use if packaging is broken.

Batch code.

Catalogue number.

Serial number.

Manufacturer.

Date of manufacture.

Use by date.

1.4 Safety

1.4.1 Warnings

· Operating the equipment in a manner not specified within this manual or under
conditions outside of the equipment specifications, may result in the protection offered
by the equipment being impaired.

· The incubation gas is exhausted by the equipment in normal use. This gas can lead to
raised carbon dioxide and reduced oxygen levels in the room.  The incubator must
only be used in well ventilated areas.

· The samples cultured within the incubator may present a biological hazard. If in doubt,
refer to the person responsible for the incubator.

· Bleaches are corrosive and may damage sensitive components and metal surfaces
within the chamber. 

· Operating parameters should only be modified by qualified service personnel or under
their guidance.  Entering incorrect values may impair the performance of the product.
Impaired performance may have a detrimental impact on samples contained within the
device.
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1.4.2 Precautions

· The CT37stax is classified as electrical Class 1 equipment and must be earthed for
safe operation.

· To maintain protection against electric shock, the mains lead must be properly fitted
to a 3-way mains connector plugged into an earthed mains outlet.

· Avoid repetition of potentially damaging high-voltage flash tests.

· Check that the voltage requirements of the incubator, shown on the rating label, match
the local mains supply voltage.

· The connector from the mains lead to the power supply is the main disconnect device.
In the event of a fault occurring that requires the power to be disconnected
immediately, disconnect the mains lead from the power supply or switch off at the
mains wall power outlet.

· Ensure that the equipment is positioned so that the mains leads can be easily
disconnected.

· Discard the water tray if the packaging appears damaged. Do not attempt to
resterilise.

· Do not exceed the maximum input pressure of 1.65 bar ( 24 psi )

· The incubator is intended for use with medical grade premixed gas (typically 6%
carbon dioxide, 5% oxygen and balance nitrogen). It must not be used with oxygen-
rich gases or flammable or explosive mixtures.

· If the equipment is used in confined spaces, then a risk assessment should be
undertaken to determine whether alarms to indicate elevated carbon dioxide levels or
reduced oxygen levels should be installed and whether additional ventilation is
required.

· Because of the use of liquids around the incubator, the operator should be provided
with additional protection against electric shock by supplying mains power to the
incubator through a residual current circuit breaker (RCCB) operating at a differential of
30 mA. Note that care must be taken to ensure that the incubator is not compromised
by faulty equipment sharing the same supply and causing nuisance trips.

· The unit is designed for connection to information technology equipment compliant
with EN60950 or its equivalent. Use with other equipment may compromise the safety
of the device. The unit should only be connected to an Ethernet local area network
(LAN) internal to the building.

· User servicing is limited to cleaning and calibration. All other servicing must only be
undertaken by suitably qualified engineers.

· To avoid risk of fire, fuses must always be replaced with the same type and rating.

· Fuses should only be replaced by suitably trained service personnel.

· Fuses should only be replaced after the cause of the original failure has been
determined and corrected as appropriate

· The internal battery is not user-replaceable and may only be replaced by persons
trained in the servicing of this equipment. The battery must only be replaced with a
battery of the same type and rating.
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· Always route cables and connecting hoses away from areas where they might cause
a trip hazard.

· Take care when lifting the unit. When fully loaded, the incubator weighs 35 kg with the
bulk of the weight biased to one end.

· Switch off the incubator and disconnect the mains supply before cleaning. Note that if
a primary and secondary supply are fitted, disconnect both.

· Always allow the unit to dry fully before reconnecting the mains supply.

· Note that disinfectants are potentially hazardous to health. Ensure that you obtain a
material safety data sheet (MSDS) before use and follow the instructions contained
therein. 

· The person responsible for the equipment must ensure that:

o the unit is decontaminated if hazardous material is spilled onto or into the

equipment.

o only cleaning and disinfecting materials compatible with the equipment are used.

Incompatible materials may cause a hazard by reacting with the equipment or
materials contained within. Please refer to the Cleaning and Disinfection section
(see General cleaning  and Cleaning and disinfecting the chambers ) for
validated cleaning and disinfection agents appropriate for use with the CT37stax.

· Any circuit connected to the alarm output must be within the specified limits; see 
External alarm connection .

· Any circuit connected to the alarm output must meet the requirements for an
accessible part as defined in EN 61010-1 or its equivalent.

· The alarm output must not be used in safety critical applications.

1.4.3 Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)

· All connections via the External alarm connection  must use fully screened cable
no longer than 2 m.

· Take care to avoid placing the CT37stax in environments influenced by sources of
electromagnetic interference, such as large transformers for example.

1.5 About the incubator

The CT37stax is intended for use by appropriately qualified laboratory personnel.

The key parts of the complete system are shown below.

34 35

42

42
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Overview of system

1. CT37stax incubator

2. Docking station

3. Incubation chamber

4. Water tray for humidification

The incubator comprises a docking station with up to six incubation chambers. The
system provides a temperature and gas controlled environment for culturing samples.

· The temperature is controlled by heaters in the lid and base of each chamber.

· The gas flow to each chamber is controlled to maintain the gas concentration in each
chamber; the concentration is determined by the composition of the premixed gas
supplied.

· The humidity in each chamber is kept elevated by the presence of a water tray in each
chamber.

Each incubation chamber is completely autonomous with its own temperature and gas
flow control. The docking station merely holds the incubation chambers in position and
distributes the gas, power and communications to the chambers.
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Gas control

1.5.1 Operating modes

Each incubation chamber has two operating modes: normal and standby.

· In normal mode, the incubation chamber will heat the chambers and supply gas to
maintain the required environment.

· In standby mode, the incubation chamber will no heat the chambers or supply gas. It
will continue to communicate with the Planer Incubator Management Application.

1.5.2 User interface

The CT37stax itself has a minimal user-interface comprising status indicators, an
internal buzzer and a network unlock switch. All other user actions take place at the
computer running the Planer Incubator Management Application.

The network unlock switch is described in the Cybersecurity  section.

1.5.2.1 Status indicators on the incubation chamber

The status indicator for each incubation chamber is located at the bottom right-hand
corner of the chamber.

14
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Status indicators
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Indicator Audible
alarm

External
alarm

Status

Off

Slow pulse every three
seconds: standby.

Orange: the incubation
chamber is not at the
correct temperature or
the flow is incorrect. This
is not an alarm condition.
The incubation chamber
is probably adjusting the
control after being
switched on or after a
setpoint change.

Orange flashing: the
temperature or gas flow
is incorrect because the
incubation chamber has
been disconnected from
the docking station. This
cannot occur in normal
use and is for service
engineers only.

Green: normal.

Red: there is an alarm
condition that has
already been
acknowledged by a user.

Red flashing: there is an
alarm condition that has
not been acknowledged
by a user.

1.5.2.2 Cybersecurity

In order to protect the incubator from network attacks, settings cannot normally be

changed over the network. To enable settings to be changed, the Unlock switch 
on the docking station must be pressed. This will allow settings to be changed for up to
five minutes. After this time, the incubator will return to its protected mode. 
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Network  unlock  switch
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1.5.3 Connection overview

All connectors are at the rear of the incubator in the docking station base.

Rear connections

1. Gas inlet

2. Secondary power supply input

3. Primary power supply input

4. Network connection

5. External alarm output

The main connections are summarised in the diagram below:
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Connection overview 

1. CT37stax.

2. Gas supply

3. Primary power supply.

4. Optional redundant power supply.

5. Optional external alarm system.

6. PC running the Planer Incubator Management Application.

1.5.4 External monitoring points

Each incubation chamber has two monitoring points located at the rear. These allow
independent temperature probes to be fitted. The positions of these monitoring points are
shown in the diagram below.
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Monitoring points

These positions are also used for calibrating the unit; see Calibration .  Details of the
appropriate sensor dimensions are given in the Monitoring points  section.

36

42
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2 Operating the incubator

2.1 Switching on the system

Precautions

· The connector from the mains lead to the power supply is the main disconnect
device.  In the event of a fault occurring that requires the power to be disconnected
immediately, disconnect the mains lead from the power supply or switch off at the
mains wall power outlet.

· Ensure that the equipment is positioned so that the mains lead can be easily
disconnected.

1. Connect the mains lead from the mains inlet at the rear of the incubator to the wall
power outlet.

2. If the wall power outlet is switched, switch it on now. The CT37stax does not have its
own mains power on/off switch.

3. Once power is applied, the incubator will automatically start.

Important

· When the incubator is first powered on, it will be in standby mode.  The incubator will
need to be taken out of standby mode before samples are added.

2.2 Starting the incubator management application

Depending on the PC configuration, the monitoring application may start automatically
when the PC is powered on.

If the application is not running, launch the CT37/BT37 Monitor  .

If the system has been correctly configured, the dashboard will open and display the
status of all the incubation chambers. 
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2.3 Preparing the incubator for use

2.3.1 Setting the control temperature

The temperature setpoint for each incubation chamber can be set from the monitoring
application.

Important

· Changing the setpoint could damage samples if the incorrect temperature is selected.

1. Click the  button on the incubation chamber to be adjusted.
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2. Adjust the setpoint to the required temperature.

3. Click the Send  button to send the new setpoint to the incubation chamber.

4. Click to  close the configuration window

2.3.2 Taking the incubation chamber out of standby

Important

· When the incubation chamber is first switched on, it will be in standby mode (see 
Operating modes  ).

· When leaving standby mode, the incubation chamber will begin to heat and consume
gas.

1. Click the standby  button on the incubation chamber that is currently in standby
mode.

2. You will be asked to confirm the action.

12
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3. Click  to leave standby and enter the normal mode, or click  to cancel.

4. Repeat the steps for all incubation chambers that are to be used.

2.4 Loading and removing samples

1. Swing the incubation chamber towards the front of the incubator.

2. Rotate the lid catch anticlockwise.
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3. Lift the lid until it is gripped by the magnetic latches at the rear of the incubation
chamber.
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4. Load or remove the samples.

5. Gently close the lid.

6. Rotate the catch clockwise to clamp the lid shut.

7. Carefully rotate the chamber back towards the rear of the incubator.
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2.5 Loading and filling the water tray

Each incubation chamber can be fitted with a disposable water tray to provide a
humidified environment.

Precautions

· Discard the water tray if the packaging appears damaged. Do not attempt to
resterilise.

Important

· The filling of the bottle and tube fitting must be undertaken using aseptic technique.

1. Fit the lid. The lid should clip into place.
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2. Using a syringe, fill the water tray up to the top level mark. An empty tray will require
29 mL to reach the level mark.

3. Swing the incubation chamber towards the front of the incubator; see Loading and
removing samples .

4. Rotate the lid catch anticlockwise.

5. Lift the lid until it is gripped by the magnetic latches at the rear of the incubation
chamber.

6. Place the water tray in the incubation chamber.

23
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7. Gently close the lid.

8. Rotate the catch clockwise to clamp the lid shut.

9. Carefully rotate the chamber back towards the rear of the incubator.

2.6 First time operation

1. When operated for the first time, leave the incubator running for 24 hours at the
required setpoint before adding any samples.

2. Check each chamber by using culture medium containing phenol red indicator. 

3. Place the medium in culture dishes and leave one dish in each of the incubation
chambers overnight.

4. Next morning, check that the phenol red indicator has changed to the expected
salmon pink colour.
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2.7 Daily checks

In normal use, each incubation chamber will be opened each day to inspect the
samples.

Important

· If the water level drops below the lowest level mark, the water will last for less than
one day. The tray should be refilled before it runs dry.

1. While the chamber lid is opened, check the water tray level.

2. The water tray has three lines for the water level.

A. Fill level: approximately 10 days.

B. Low level: approximately 3 days remaining. Refilling is recommended.

C. Very low level: approximately 1 day remaining. Refilling is required.

3. If the water level in the tray has dropped below the low levels, remove the tray and
refill as described in Loading and filling the water tray . From the low water level
mark you can add 24 mL.

4. Refit the water tray.

5. After four weeks, replace the tray with a new one.

2.8 Shutting down the incubator

2.8.1 Entering standby mode

Each incubation chamber may be switched into standby mode; see Operating
modes .

26
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Important

· In standby mode, the incubation chamber will no longer control its temperature or use
any gas.

· Do not place the incubation chamber in standby if it contains samples.

1. On the incubator press the network unlock switch  ( Cybersecurity  ).

2. On the monitoring application dashboard, click the standby  button.

3. You will be asked to confirm the action.

4. Click  to confirm standby or click  to cancel.

Note

· If all incubation chambers are in standby mode, the power supply may be
disconnected without an alarm occurring.

14
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2.8.2 Switching off

Precautions

· The connector from the mains lead to the power supply is the main disconnect
device.  In the event of a fault occurring that requires the power to be disconnected
immediately, disconnect the mains lead from the power supply or switch off at the
mains wall power outlet.

1. Switch off the primary power supply at its wall socket.

2. If you are using a secondary power supply, also switch off its power supply at the
wall socket.

3. Exit the monitoring application.

4. Shut down the monitoring PC.

5. Remove any water trays from the incubation chambers.
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3 Routine maintenance and troubleshooting

3.1 General cleaning

Warnings

· Bleaches are corrosive and may damage sensitive components and metal surfaces
within the chamber. 

 Precautions

· Switch off the incubator and disconnect the mains supply before cleaning.  See 
Switching off .

· Always allow the unit to dry fully before reconnecting the mains supply.

· Note that disinfectants are potentially hazardous to health. Ensure that you obtain a
material safety data sheet (MSDS) before use and follow the instructions contained
therein. 

· The person responsible for the equipment must ensure that:

o the unit is decontaminated if hazardous material is split onto or into the

equipment.

o only cleaning and disinfecting materials compatible with the equipment are used.

Incompatible materials may cause a hazard by reacting with the equipment or
materials contained within.

These instructions are for the exterior of the device only.

1. Clean the incubator periodically with a damp cloth and sterile water or 70% isopropyl
alcohol.

2. Clear the gas vent at the end of the incubation chamber using a clean miniature
bottle brush or clean 'pipe-cleaner' wetted with sterile water or 70% isopropyl alcohol.
Always push the brush or 'pipe-cleaner' from the inside of the chamber through to the
exterior to avoid introducing contamination into the chambers. If in doubt, clean and
disinfect the chambers after clearing the ports; see  Cleaning and disinfecting the
chamber .

3. Clean the external monitoring ports using a miniature bottle brush or 'pipe-cleaner'
wetted with sterile water or 70% isopropyl alcohol. See the Monitoring points
section.

4. Allow the unit to dry fully before reconnecting the mains supply.

31
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3.2 Cleaning and disinfecting the chamber

 Warnings

· Switch off the incubator and disconnect the mains supply before cleaning.  See 
Switching off .

· Always allow the unit to dry fully before reconnecting the mains supply.

· Note that disinfectants are potentially hazardous to health. Ensure that you obtain a
material safety data sheet (MSDS) before use and follow the instructions contained
therein. 

· The person responsible for the equipment must ensure that:

o the unit is decontaminated if hazardous material is split onto or into the

equipment.

o only cleaning and disinfecting materials compatible with the equipment are used.

Incompatible materials may cause a hazard by reacting with the equipment or
materials contained within.

Cleaning

1. Remove gross spills by wiping with a disposable wipe. Discard used wipe safely.

2. Spray the surface with sterile water.

3. Allow to soak for 2 minutes at room temperature to soften any material that has dried
on the surface.

4. Remove the water with a clean lint-free cloth (gauze). Use cotton buds or swabs
where necessary to ensure contact is made with all grooves and corners of the
surface plate.

5. Repeat steps 2, 3 and 4, three more times.

6. Visually inspect the surface to ensure that all visible soil has been removed.

Disinfection

1. Prior to disinfection, the incubator chamber must first be cleaned by following the
cleaning procedure above. 

2. Spray the surface with isopropyl alcohol at 70% v/v dilution. 

3. Allow to soak for 15 minutes at room temperature. 

4. Remove the disinfectant with a clean non-linting cloth (gauze). Use cotton buds or
swabs where necessary to ensure contact is made with all grooves and corners of
the surface plate. 

5. Wipe the surface over with sterile water and a clean non-lint cloth to remove any
residual fluids. Use cotton buds or swabs where necessary to ensure contact is
made with all grooves and corners of the surface plate. 

6. Leave the unit to dry until all residual cleaning fluids have evaporated. 

31
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3.3 Safety testing

Precautions

· The CT37stax is classified as electrical Class 1 equipment and must be earthed for
safe operation.

· Repetition of potentially damaging high-voltage flash tests should be avoided.

1. The CT37stax and the mains connecting cord should be regularly checked by
suitably trained personnel, using a Portable Appliance Tester or similar equipment, to
ensure adequate earth bonding.

2. The earth continuity of the mains installation must also be regularly inspected by the
person responsible for the installation.

3. All mains leads should be checked for signs of damage and replaced if necessary.

4. All gas joints should be checked for leaks using soapy-water and looking any sign of
any bubbles.  Leaking joints should be corrected as described in the section, 
Connecting the gas supply.

3.4 Calibration

The CT37stax should be calibrated annually.

To check the temperatures you will need a calibrated temperature probe connected to a
suitable calibrated digital thermometer.  The calibrated temperature probe should have
an accuracy better than ± 0.05 °C.  The probe dimensions must meet the requirements
for a remote PT100 sensor as defined in the Monitoring points  section.

To check the flow you will need a flow meter with an accuracy at the calibration points
better than ±5% or ±1.5 mL/minute, whichever is the greater, and an inlet  pressure
requirement of less than 0.08 bar at 360mL/minute. 

You will also need an exhaust port adapter, Planer part number AM103444.

3.4.1 Temperature calibration

1. Allow the system to stabilise for at least 1 hour after switching on or after a setpoint
change before calibrating.

2. Insert the calibrated temperature probe into the base monitoring point of the first
incubation chamber.

3. Wait for the temperature to stabilise and record the calibrated temperature probe
reading.

4. Repeat for the monitoring point in the incubation chamber lid.

5. Compare the recorded temperatures against the incubation chamber's setpoint. 

6. The base and lid temperatures should be within ± 0.2 °C of the setpoint.  If they are
outside these limits, contact your distributor. 

42
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7. Repeat this process for each incubation chamber.

3.4.2 Flow calibration

1. Connect the exhaust port adapter to the flow meter and insert into the exit port of the
first incubation chamber.

2. Open the lid of the chamber and then close it again; this will force the flow into its
purge mode.

3. Wait two minutes and then record the purge flow.

4. Wait five minutes for the flow to settle into its bleed mode and then record the bleed
flow.

5. Check the recorded purge flow. It should be between 306 and 414 mL/minute.

6. Check the recorded bleed flow. It should be between 25 and 35 mL/minute.

7. Compare the recorded temperatures against the incubation chamber's setpoint. 

8. If either reading is outside these limits, contact your distributor. 

9. Repeat this process for each incubation chamber.

3.5 Filter replacement

The filter should be replaced annually or if contaminated.

1. Pull the filter locator (1) back and remove the existing filter (2).
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2. Pull back the filter locator again and fit the new filter.

3. Release the filter locator and ensure that the filter is firmly located.

4. After replacing the filter, the flow should be checked; see Flow calibration .37
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3.6 Troubleshooting

3.6.1 Resetting the system

Each incubation chamber includes an internal watchdog so that should the controller
stop running for any reason, it will automatically restart.  In the unlikely event that it is
necessary to reset the processor, follow the steps below:

1. Locate the reset switch at the front of each incubation chamber. The switch is
recessed behind a small hole to prevent accidental operation.

2. Depress the switch using the tip of a ball-point pen or similar object. 

3. Keep it depressed for 1 second and then release. The controller will then restart.

3.6.2 Temperature alarms

· Check the ambient temperature: 

o If it is too cold, the controller may not be able to provide enough heat to reach the

setpoint.

o If it is too hot, the controller will be unable to keep the chamber temperature at the

setpoint.

· Check that the incubator is not in the path of hot or cold air from heaters or air
conditioners.

3.6.3 Flow alarms

· Check the gas input pressure.

· Check the exhaust ports are not blocked.
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· Check the gas connections to ensure there are no leaks.

o Cover the connection with soapy-water and look for any bubbles.

o If any bubbles are observed, gently tighten the joint.

o If bubbles continue, switch off the gas supply and contact your distributor.

3.7 Returning for service

Should the CT37stax need to be sent back to Planer plc for repair, or if the unit is to be
inspected, maintained or repaired on-site by Planer plc, a Declaration of
Decontamination must be completed. This can be downloaded from 
http://planer.com/support/service/decontamination-certificate.html.

3.8 Disposal

· Do not dispose of with general waste.

· Ensure that the system has been cleaned as necessary to ensure that it is safe to
handle and service and is free from any biohazard or toxic materials.

http://planer.com/support/service/decontamination-certificate.html


Additional information
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4 Additional information

4.1 External alarm connection

Precautions

· Any circuit connected to the alarm output must be within the limits stated below.

· Any circuit connected to the alarm output must meet the requirements for an
accessible part as defined in EN 61010-1 or its equivalent.

· The alarm output must not be used in safety critical applications.

· External alarm connections should only be made by trained service personnel.

The CT37stax is fitted with a connector for fitting to an external alarm. The incubator
provides 3 volt-free( dry) terminals which provide normally-open and normally-closed
contacts as shown in the diagrams below.

Connector type Phoenix 3 way horizontal PCB header. 
Manufacturer's part number 1181451

Maximum voltage 30 V DC

Maximum current 1 A

Pin connections in normal
operating mode

Pin connections in alarm mode
or power disconnected

4.2 Monitoring points

Temperature monitoring points are provided in the lid and base of each incubation
chamber; see External monitoring points .

Platinum resistance thermometers, PT100 Class A to EN60751, are recommended. To
fit the monitoring points, the sensors must meet the following requirements.

17
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Maximum
diameter

2.51 mm

Minimum
length

100 mm

Sensing
region

Within 15 mm of the tip.

 

4.3 Specifications

4.3.1 Incubator

Dimensions 420 mm wide x 270 mm deep x 210 mm high

Weight: docking station 14 kg

Weight: incubation chamber 3.5 kg

Storage temperature -10 °C to +50 °C

Storage humidity 5% to 95% relative humidity non-condensing

Storage special instructions Recharge every 4 months by connecting to the mains
power supply for 24 hours.

Operating environment For indoor use only

Operating temperature +5 °C to +40 °C for safe operation

See the Control  table for control limitations.

Operating humidity 5% to 90% relative humidity non-condensing

Altitude up to 2000 m

Pollution degree Pollution degree 2 (BS EN61010-1)

IP rating IP31

44
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4.3.2 Control

Temperature control range
(ambient + 5 °C) to (ambient + 20 °C) 
Upper temperature must not exceed 40 °C. 

Temperature measurement
accuracy

± 0.2 °C

Temperature control accuracy ± 0.1 °C measured after any transient effects due to
set-point changes have subsided.

Flow control range
0 ml/minute to 900 mL/minute
Flow measurements are normalised to 0 °C , 50%
RH and 1 bar.

Flow accuracy The greater of ± 10% or ± 3 ml/minute

Flow control accuracy The greater of ± 5% or ± 2 ml/minute measured after
any transient effects due to setpoint changes have
subsided.

Accuracies apply at the calibration points.  The system is factory calibrated for an
operating temperature of 37 °C, nominal bleed flow of 30 mL/minute and a purge of
360 mL/minute.  Flow rates are per incubation chamber.

4.3.3 Capacity

Dishes per incubation chamber 4 x NUNC 4 well dishes,

6 x NUNC 60 mm Petri dishes

12 x NUNC  30 mm Petri dishes

4 x MINITUB 5 well dishes

6 x FALCON 60 mm Petri dishes

4.3.4 Power

The incubator is a DC system connected to the mains supply by one or two mains
power adapters.

4.3.4.1 Incubator

Power input primary
15 V DC

17 A

Power input
secondary

15 V DC
17 A

The incubator will automatically switch between the primary and secondary supplies in
the event of a power adapter failure.
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4.3.4.2 Mains power adapters

Precautions

Only use the power supplies provided with the equipment.

Power input

85 - 264 V AC 
47 - 63 Hz

3A at 115 V AC
1.5 A at 230 V AC

Power output
15 V DC

17 A

Inrush current (typical) 120 A at 230 V AC

Note.The power adapters are designed to be plug connected to the normal building
wiring.

4.3.5 Gas supply

Gas supply
Premixed gas. Typically 6% carbon dioxide, 5%
oxygen, and  balance nitrogen.

Supply pressure 1.5  ± 0.15 bar

Connectors  SWAGELOK 1/4" tube fitting to fit SS-400-1-4RT

4.3.6 Fuses

There are no user replaceable fuses.
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